trace a relationship's journey to redemption

contrition (feeling remorse)

confession

penitence (trying to make it right)

forgiveness/redemption

who did what to whom

describe how the remorse manifests itself

to whom are they confessing and why is that significant

what does the contrite do to make things right?

what prompts the forgiveness to be given

is the forgiveness accepted?

is the relationship redeemed? prove it

effect of wrong on wronged char.

effect of wrong on char. who committed the wrong

illustrate how the remorse manifests itself

how is the expression of remorse interpreted by others? (what effect does it have on others?)

how is the nature of the confession (whole/half/sincere??)

how is the act of penitence interpreted by others? (what effect does it have on others?)

what is the effect of the confession? Does the process become recursive at this point?

how does the act of penitence and its reception affect the contrite

what does the contrite do to make things right?

how is the act of penitence interpreted by others?

what effect does it have on others?

how does the expression of contrition and its reception affect the contrite

what is the nature of the confession?

how does the expression of contrition affect the contrite

how does the effect of the remorse manifest itself

what is the effect of the expression of remorse?

what is the nature of the confession?

what is the nature of the confession?

how is the effect of the expression of remorse on the contrite interpreted by others?

conclusion (So What?)

show that the redemption of the relationship was necessary in the book and is necessary in life (community/Rom. view of interconnectedness of creation/"no man is an island")